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Copper tubular rivets 

Metal rivets factory, more than 10 years manufacture experience, attained ISO9001, 

work on OEM and ODM projects.. 

 

 

 

Introduction of Copper tubular rivets 

The tubular rivet is a metal product, a rod-shaped part with a cap at one end. After 

penetrating into the connected member, the other end is hit and pressed at the outer end 

of the rod to compress and fix the member. It belongs to the hollow type rivet, which is 

different from the hollow rivet commonly known as "corn eye", which is made by 

punching the pipe material by the rivet machine. 

 

1. Application of Copper tubular rivets  

Semi tubular and tubular rivet are widely used in precision instruments, mechanical 

hardware, electronic appliances, auto parts, lighting and other industries... 

 

 

2. Main Materials for semi tubular and tubular rivets  

Copper, Brass, steel, Aluminum. 

 

3. Surface treatment for semi tubular and Copper tubular rivets 

Nickel Plated, Dumb Nickel, Black Nickel, White Zinc, Blue Zinc, Black Zinc, Yellow Zinc, 

Chrome Plated, Bronze Plated, Tin Plated, Silver Plated, Purified, Oxidized  

 

4. Specification of semi tubular and Copper tubular rivets  

Dimensions can be customized as per customers requests. 
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5. Product types for Copper tubular rivets 

Semicircular head rivets, flat head rivets, countersunk head rivets, semi-hollow rivets, 

solid rivets, tubular rivets, son-mother rivets, step rivets etc,  

 

 

7. Manufacture plant of semi tubular and Copper tubular rivets   
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6. Quality certificate for semi tubular and Copper tubular rivets 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Packing and shipping for semi tubular and Copper tubular rivets 

  Packing: 
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 First put 100-1000 pcs into small plastic bags or vacuum plastic bags, then in separated 

small carton box, at last Into hard cardboard box. 

 

 

Shipping: 

We will choose the best way according to customer’s requests. 

1. By Air, to the indicated airport. 

2. By Express (FedEx, UPS, DHL, TNT, EMS), to the indicated address. 

2. By Sea, to the indicated sea port.  
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10. FAQ 

Q1. Can you help customers for designing products?  

A1. We can help customers to design the best products to achieve both good function 

and costs saving according to their application. 

 

Q2. Can you help us to choose suitable material? 

A2. We can recommend the most suitable material according to your application. 

 

Q3. Can you provide free samples?  

A4. If we have the right or similar sizes in stock, we can send you for free. 

 

Q4. How do you control quality? 

A5. We produce strictly according to customer’s drawings and requests, here are strict 

control plan in every process, full check of each parts, strive to provide customer 100% 

quality products, ROHS/SGS test report, material certificate are available. 

 

Q5. How do you packing? 

A6. After inspection, we put the qualified parts in plastic bags or vacuum plastic bags, 

then in carton or wooden box. We also accept customized packing by customer. 

 


